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Welcome to 3dpbm’s latest AM Focus 2022 eBook on AM Services. 3D printing ser-

vice providers hold a special significance in the world of additive manufacturing: 

not only were they the earliest adopters of 3D printing technologies, they have also 

been one of the main drivers of the industry’s growth over the years. The two can’t 

be extricated: since the early days of 3D printing, AM technologies and services have 

evolved in tandem. 

For this AM Focus, we are looking specifically at the evolution and current state of AM 

service providers. An undeniably varied segment, AM services comprise rapid prototyp-

ing companies, industry-specific manufacturing services and AM factories. The latter, 

which we want to pay particular attention to, are part of a relatively new breed and are 

playing a vital role in the creation of highly automated, scalable production workflows. 

Really at the cutting edge of AM.

In the pages of this eBook you will find an in-depth analysis of polymer AM service 

providers and their transition to a fully digital additive mass production workflow; an 

exclusive interview with Joe Calmese, CEO of ADDMAN Group, an additive-enabled 

production partner; a look at Xometry Europe’s broad reaching production capability; 

and a conversation with three specialized AM service providers in Europe with ambitious 

plans for automation. 

Tess Boissonneault 

Editor in Chief, 3dpbm
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Join over 12,000 professionals and get AM industry 
insights sent directly to your inbox every week.

Carefully curated by our editors, our weekly newsletter 
keeps executives, engineers and end-users updated on 

the AM developments that really matter. 
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Or check out an example
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How different types of AM service provid-

ers are enabling the transition to a fully 
digital additive mass production workflow.

3D printing millions 

of polymer parts

ANALYSIS



As the polymer AM industry continues in its transition 

from prototyping and tooling to complete, end-to-

end mass manufacturing, companies providing 3D 

printing services are following different evolution-

ary trajectories. 

Service companies can focus on part design (Design 

for Additive Manufacturing), on software to scale 

digital production, on expanding AM hardware 

capabilities (with multiple systems or across different 

technologies) or on optimizing the entire workflow, 

through to automated part finishing and sorting. Sev-

eral of the largest service companies cover multiple 

aspects of the AM workflow. To assess the market’s 

potential, it is necessary to understand who these 

companies and how they operate.

DfAM and prototyping service providers

The first category to consider includes companies 

that offer—and in some cases have been offering for 

several years—prototyping services and which have 

evolved to offer part design services with a specific 

focus on production. In recent years, several studios 

have emerged that focus specifically on designing 

parts for AM (DfAM). This entails optimizing a prod-

uct’s geometry for improved functionality, lower 

weight and greater strength while also optimizing it 

for AM production. 

These types of service providers run 3D printers as 

standalone machines to produce single or small num-

bers of parts. Post processing is kept at a minimum 

Belgium-based Materialise has a large production fleet 
consisting of  more than 100 production-capable systems.

Image: Materialise



American service Protolabs specializes in rapid 

manufacturing including a fleet of SLS machines.

Image: Protolabs

and carried out either manually or via curing, depow-

dering and heat treatment systems provided by 

the hardware manufacturers. Rapid prototyping 

service providers generally specialize in a specific 

manufacturing segment such as aerospace, energy, 

automotive, medical, dental or consumer products.

SME specialized polymer 

AM service providers

Another type of AM service provider that evolved 

from the first rapid prototyping shops and studios 

is companies that can carry out small- and medi-

um-batch production activities via AM. In several 

cases, these are companies that have continued to 

invest in new AM systems to the point where they 

now operate large fleets and farms of machines 

and can deliver batches of up to a few dozen to a 

few hundred parts.

Most of these companies began with a single 

large-format system and eventually added more 

machines to increase productivity. More recently, 

the range of systems that has become available for 

powder bed fusion, extrusion and stereolithography 

has grown to include higher-productivity systems 

(such as those from HP and Carbon) as well as more 

affordable options (such as those from local indus-

trial material extrusion system manufacturers and 

Chinese manufacturers of L-PBF and large-for-

mat SLA systems).

These systems are still generally managed as stand-

alone machines; however, they are often connected 

to an internal network and sometimes use either first-

party or third-party queueing and workflow software 

to manage multiple jobs. 

Large polymer AM service 

providers and AM factories

The last category to emerge in terms of pure player 

AM service providers is represented by compa-

nies with very large fleets of production-capable 

machines. Some of these companies, such as 

Materialise, Forecast 3D and Weerg, have built on 

well-established outsourcing services or have evolved 

from small and medium-sized AM service provid-

ers. Others, such as Shapeways, Sculpteo (now 

BASF), White Clouds and 3DPrintUK. Others yet 

have evolved into large farms of small thermoplas-

tic filament extrusion 3D printers, with hundreds of 

machines for large production orders.

Some of the most established among these large 

AM service providers are companies such as Bel-

gium-based Materialise and US-based Protolabs 

(both of which have facilities in both Europe and 

North America). These companies now have fleets 

of more than 100 production-capable systems. A 

growing trend in China is that of AM service provid-

ers producing tools and molds for both industrial and 

automotive parts and consumer products such as 

footwear and jewelry.

A more recent trend has seen companies enter the 

market specifically to offer digital manufacturing 
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services. The most notable examples include Shape-

ways, a company that originated in the Netherlands 

and has since moved its headquarters to the US. 

Shapeways began by offering B2C production ser-

vices and has now expanded to offer outsourced 

production for companies as well. Materialise took 

the opposite path, introducing the iMaterialise brand, 

in the early 2010s to add B2C services to its existing 

B2B services. The different types of large polymer 

AM production service providers differ greatly in 

terms of their production capabilities. Some of the 

most extreme examples today, in terms of actual 

productivity, are companies implementing either HP 

MJF technology or Carbon DLS technology, although 

competing systems for both types of processes are 

now emerging in the market.

AM material manufacturers 

offering AM services

In the metal AM segment, several materials manufac-

turers now offer 3D printing services as a means of 

increasing the value of their AM proposition (beyond 

selling the relatively small quantities of high-priced 

materials used for most AM processes). This also 

enables these material companies to gain a better 

understanding of their clients’ requirements in terms 

of material properties and optimization for AM 

processes. Something similar is taking place in the 

polymer segment, although it is not as common since 

polymers are already used in much larger quanti-

ties than metals.

The company leading the way with this materi-

als-plus-services approach is BASF, which does so 

through the Forward AM brand, which itself includes 

the French application-agnostic AM service pro-

vider Sculpteo (a direct competitor to Shapeways 

that emerged at about the same time in the early 

2010s). BASF Forward AM services now cover nearly 

the entire workflow of AM production, including 

design for additive manufacturing (DfAM), simulation, 

manufacturing, post-processing and part valida-

tion. While most other large AM materials companies 

such as Arkema, Covestro and Solvay prefer to focus 

exclusively on supplying materials and developing 

partnerships with their AM service provider clients, 

others are now following in BASF’s footsteps. 

AM hardware providers offering 

AM production services

Another type of AM service provider—across all AM 

material segments—is leading hardware manufac-

turers creating client networks and directly offering 

advanced and large-batch production services 

“ A recent trend has seen compa-
nies, such as Shapeways, enter 
the market specifically to offer 
digital manufacturing services”



Based in Belgium, Ziggzagg operates 10 HP 

MultiJet Fusion machines at its facility.

Image: Ziggzagg

leveraging their own hardware systems. This approach 

enables hardware manufacturers to gain useful 

insights on their machines’ operational capabilities 

and limitations, help drive their clients’ businesses and 

leverage the immediate access they have to their own 

hardware products.

This trend is common among all hardware manufactur-

ers, with few exceptions. In fact, some of the biggest 

and most established hardware manufacturers also 

offer production services. The most evident exam-

ple is Stratasys Direct Manufacturing, a network that 

includes both Stratasys partners and the company’s 

own internal production capabilities (which were sig-

nificantly expanded in 2014 with the acquisition of two 

large AM service providers). Until recently, the other 

polymer AM market leader, 3D Systems, also offered 

AM services via the Quickparts/3D Systems on 

Demand network. However, the company sold off its 

service assets in order to focus more on its core hard-

ware and materials businesses. Prodways, a French 

AM hardware manufacturer, has followed the oppo-

site trajectory and now offers AM services thanks to 

the acquisition of specialized service provider Initial 

(and subsequently others). This now represents one of 

the company’s most profitable AM businesses.

AM/3D printing service networks

Companies that have entered the AM market more 

recently, such as HP and smaller companies like Italian 

extrusion hardware manufacturer Roboze, actively 

offer AM part production services via client networks. 

The HP Digital Manufacturing Network for Printed 

Parts now includes as many as 52 parts suppliers, 

including large service providers such as Fast Radius, 

GKN Forecast 3D, GoProto, Jabil, Materialise, Zigg-

Zagg and 3DPRINTUK.
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Some companies have emerged as production 

networks offering both AM and other production 

capabilities. Two of the most evident examples are 

Xometry and Hubs (formerly 3D Hubs), which was 

recently acquired and integrated by Proto Labs. While 

they and other similar companies generate most 

revenues from traditional manufacturing, they were 

founded with the goal of digitalizing manufacturing 

and began to do so with a focus on 3D printing and 

online quoting.

Polymer AM production workflows

Any implementation of AM into a production line in 

any type of production facility depends on adequate 

software support. Software is a key element in dig-

ital final parts production, from part design (DfAM) 

and optimization to production management and 

then on to warehouse and supply management. AM 

enables product and part designers to digitally control 

parts at an unprecedented voxel level, but this level 

of control requires increasingly powerful and intel-

ligent software.

Polymer AM software

To provide higher-throughput production capabilities, 

AM companies have had to act on two different levels: 

process and workflow. Process optimization involves 

larger build volumes, faster photopolymerization pro-

cesses, more and more powerful lasers, improved 

mechanics, faster laser scanning speeds, cooling, 

melting and atmospheric control inside the build 

chamber. Workflow optimization involves automat-

ing and accelerating material handling, part handling, 

material recycling, post-processing and sorting.

German AM service 3Faktur specializes in the production of end-

use parts using HP’s Multi Jet Fusion technology.

Image: 3Faktur



Although it has a central role, the additive manu-

facturing build phase is just one of many processes 

within a complex digital manufacturing frame-

work. Primary software categories in the AM 

workflow include:

• CAD (Computer-Aided Design) and DfAM 

awareness, third party

• CAE (Computer-Aided Engineering) and other 

application-specific geometric and topology 

optimization tools, mostly third party

• CAM (Computer-Aided Manufacturing) and 

other process-specific and print preparation 

tools, both first and third party

• Simulation tools (including only process simula-

tion tools), mostly third party

• Digital Twin software (parts and work-

flow), third party

• 3D Vision, including all process monitoring, 3D 

scanning, metrology and NDT (nondestructive 

testing) software tools, first and third party

• MES (Manufacturing Execution Software) 

and other workflow management tools, 

mostly third party

• Post-processing software, support or powder 

removal, curing, finishing, coloring, first party 

from post-processing hardware manufacturers

• PLM (Product Lifecycle Management) and digi-

tal warehousing, third party

Polymer AM workflow

The trend toward fully automated AM factories is 

unstoppable, and the recent COVID-19 crisis has 

accelerated it. The future of production will take 

place inside lights-off facilities that work around the 

clock, and if sustainability principles are adequately 

implemented, the full automation of production will 

bring significant benefits to the global manufac-

turing industry overall, including both substantial 

productivity gains and the creation of new jobs.

While it is true that one of the ultimate goals in indus-

trial automation is doing away with labor-intensive 

practices in massive centralized production centers, 

new jobs can also be created in terms of product 

design, system integration design and tailored, local-

ized distributed manufacturing.

As major polymer AM technologies increasingly offer 

(or at least promise) mass production solutions, AM 

adopters are realizing that 3D printing needs to be 

integrated into fully automated production lines to 

eliminate the bottlenecks that emerge in between dif-

ferent phases. These are both within the AM process 

and the overall end-to-end workflow automation, 

which includes file preparation, material handling, AM 

process, excess material removal and recycling, part 

removal, post-processing and part finishing.

In terms of automating the AM process itself, the big-

gest challenges lie in the ability to accurately evaluate 

a part’s quality in-situ, leading to the decision-mak-

ing process that follows in case of faulty parts. Data 

gathered throughout the process has to be evalu-

ated in real-time to affect an on-the-fly response 

in machining strategy. In order to achieve a similar 

capability in both AM systems and post processing/

Since its release, HP’s Multi Jet Fusion technology 

has become a popular solution for AM services.

Image: Protolabs
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part handling systems, a new range of sensors (or 

repurposing of existing sensor technology), leverag-

ing machine vision and AI capabilities along with new 

means of incorporating them into additive tools, is 

required. The temporal opportunity and the envi-

ronment in which parts must be interrogated in-situ 

present significant challenges to researchers in this 

field. However, several researchers have tackled these 

challenges with some success and have produced 

demonstrable technologies, capable of acquiring 

useful data for informing process capability without 

the need for ex-situ analysis.

In terms of workflow automation, the primary chal-

lenges lie in the availability, programming and cost 

of robotic systems—including the 3D printers them-

selves—that are necessary for design, material, 

process and part handling. These are the (sometimes 

overlapping) four levels for automation in an AM 

factory or production plant. They are all part of the 

end-to-end digital AM workflow.

The Polymer AM services market 2021

In the following sections we will explore and describe 

the polymer AM additive manufacturing services 

market. However, instead of observing the market 

in terms of two metrics (units/volume and revenues), 

the services market requires three different metrics: 

(1) units of parts produced, (2) material volume of the 

parts produced and (3) part revenues. Knowing both 

material volumes and part units enables us to assess 

the average part size for each technology. Knowing 

both revenues and part units enables us to assess the 

average part price for each technology. 

Top polymer AM services by parts units

Te largest AM service provider in 2021 for number of 

parts produced was Quickparts, a US company active 

mostly in North America and Europe. The second 

largest for number of parts was Belgian company 

Materialise (also active in North America), followed 

by WeNext, a Chinese service provider with over 150 

machines in operation including SLA, DLP, SLS and 

MJF technologies.

The top five companies also include Forecast 3D, 

a Californian MJF-focused service provider that 

is now part of the British GKN group, and Proto-

labs, an American company that was one of the first 

on-demand manufacturing outsourcing companies 

to embrace AM as a production solution, now also 

active in Europe.

“ In terms of workflow automation, 
the primary challenges lie in the 
availability, programming and cost 
of robotic systems that are neces-
sary for design, material, process 
and part handling.”



Largest polymer AM service companies by number of 

parts produced 2021

• Quickparts

• Materialise

• WeNext

• Forecast3D

• Protolabs

• OECHSLER

• Stratasys Direct Manufacturing

• Start Prototyping

• Fohan Technology

• Shapeways

The list continues with OECHSLER, a polymer manu-

facturing specialist that has recently embraced AM, 

specifically focusing on production technologies 

such as MJF (PBF) and DLS (DLP). Stratasys Direct 

Manufacturing is number seven for number of parts 

produced as the company targets high-value appli-

cations in prototyping, reducing overall count but 

generating higher revenues.

Two more Chinese companies in the top 10 list, Start 

Protoyping and Fohan Technology, have recently 

emerged as large providers of outsourcing services 

in the domestic mainland China market. Closing 

this top 10 list is Dutch-American company Shape-

ways—now publicly listed in the US—which was the 

first company to introduce B2C 3D printing services 

via laser PBF technology and which is now looking to 

scale production.

Top polymer AM services 

by parts volume

Stratasys Direct Manufacturing is the largest service 

provider by volume of parts produced. The second 

and third companies in this list reflect the growing 

relevance of companies who based their AM service 

business on scalable production activities. 

Largest polymer AM service companies by volume of 

parts produced 2021

• Stratasys Direct Manufacturing

• OECHSLER

• Shapeways

• IEMAI3D

• Materialise

• Facfox

• Quickparts

• Prototal PDS

• RapidMade

• Start Prototyping

Working with Adidas on the Futurecraft midsoles 

(millions of parts produced yearly), Germany’s 

OECHSLER is the second largest company in terms 

of volume of AM parts produced yearly. The com-

pany built a highly automated AM workflow which 

helped to reduce the cost per part, enabling 

greater productivity.

Dutch-American AM service bureau Shapeways 

also implemented automated production lines and 

Shapeways has integrated automation 

to boost production rates.

Image: Shapeways
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workflows, using proprietary software, in order to 

reduce cost per part and more effectively hit its B2C 

and B2B targets. This has made it the third largest 

company for volume of parts produced. 

The following companies all have similar produc-

tion volume capabilities: US company Quickparts 

(formerly 3D Systems’ AM service division), EMEA 

companies Materialise and Prototal, and Chinese 

companies IEMAI, Facfox, RapidMade and Start 

Prototyping, many of which may be unknown to 

those in the West.

Top polymer AM services by revenue

The 10 highest grossing companies for polymer AM 

services, sees Stratasys Direct Manufacturing stably 

at the top. The Stratasys AM service division, which 

has been expanding since 2014, now represents a con-

siderable share of the company’s overall “Services” 

revenue, totalling $189 million in 2021, according to 

the company’s official financial statements.

Largest polymer AM service companies 

by revenues 2021

• Stratasys Direct Manufacturing

• Materialise

• Quickparts

• Protolabs

• OECHSLER

• Shapeways

• WeNext

• FIT AG

• Prototal

• Shanghai Digital Manufacturing SHDM 

OECHSLER is among the largest polymer AM 

service companies based on revenue.

Image: OECHSLER
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The second largest polymer AM service provider 

by revenues is Belgium-based Materialise, which 

reported €89 million in revenues for its manufacturing 

division and €73 million for its medical division (a con-

siderable part of both is derived from AM services).

Quickparts, which used to be the internal AM service 

division of 3D Systems before being sold to become 

an independent company, is the third largest, fol-

lowed by Proto Labs, an outsourced manufacturing 

service provider offering AM alongside CNC and 

on-demand injection molding, which is the fourth 

largest (accounting for AM-related revenues only).

Closing the top 5 is OECHSLER, a specialist in plas-

tic mass production that has taken a leadership role 

as a an outsourced manufacturing service provider, 

producing some of the largest part batches using 

Carbon and HP technologies. OECHSLER has rapidly 

risen to become one of the largest companies pro-

viding AM production services. 

Shapeways, the first B2C (now also increasingly 

B2B) AM service provider, is present here with over 

20 million parts produced to date (the company is 

now publicly listed). Other key companies include 

WeNext and Shanghai Digital Manufacturing, the 

largest AM service providers in China in terms of 

AM revenues, as well as two well well-established 

European companies: FIT in Germany and Prototal 

in the Nordics.

Asian manufacturing service WeNext has over 800 

machines in operation at its facilities.

Image: WeNext



10-year forecast of opportunities 

for polymer AM service providers

Including all different technologies, the total volume 

of parts produced by AM services is expected to 

grow to 20.6 million tonnes by the end of the forecast 

period in 2030. In this section we look at the different 

factors and trends driving this growth by considering 

technology-specific evolutionary trajectories, chang-

ing industrial perspectives and adoption demands, 

in addition to external factors such as inflationary 

pressure, supply chain disruptions and changing geo-

political conditions.

Polymer AM parts revenues generated by AM ser-

vice providers are expected to grow to $9.6 billion 

in 2030 at the end of the forecast period. This expo-

nential growth trend will see this segment of the AM 

market double in size roughly every four years, grow-

ing at 20.7% CAGR.

Polymer AM parts revenues ($US M) 3D printed by 

AM service providers by technology 2020-2030

PBF technologies were used by AM service provid-

ers to generate the most revenues in 2020 and will 

continue to remain the primary source of revenue 

for AM service providers through 2030, when they 

will generate over $5.5 billion for part production. 

A CAGR of 25% will be driven by the higher volume 

of parts produced via polymer PBF and will con-

tinue to increase over the 10-year period, driven by 

higher-productivity thermal PBF and wider availabil-

ity of laser PBF.

Polymer AM parts revenues produced by AM service 

providers ($US M) CAGR by technology 2020–2030

Vat photopolymerization technologies are the second 

largest revenue segment for AM service providers. 

However, this segment is expected to undergo a sig-

nificant reduction in the prices of both hardware and 

materials, driven by increased availability of profes-

sional-grade systems and price reduction of industrial 

systems (mainly because of price-competitive Asian 

manufacturers). The CAGR for the 10-year forecast 

period is 17%, with this segment alone generating 

$2.2 billion in revenues by 2030.

“ Polymer AM parts revenues generat-
ed by AM service providers are ex-
pected to grow to $9.6 billion in 2030 
at the end of the forecast period.”

Polymer AM Market Study

3dpbm Research’s full 400-page market 

report on Polymer AM, analyzing almost 

750 companies covering all AM products 

and services available today with 200+ 

charts and tables and 6 spreadsheets.

Get your copy →
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We speak to CEO Joe Calmese about 

ADDMAN’s recent acquisitions, its unique 

capabilities with refractory metals and its 
overall vision for AM.

Introducing 

ADDMAN, the 

additive-enabled 

production partner

INTERVIEW

In partnership with



Founded just over a year ago, ADDMAN has come 

out of the gate running. The US-based industrial 

additive manufacturing service—or, more accu-

rately, “additive-enabled service”—offers industrial 

product development services that span R&D and 

design to high-volume production, and works with 

American clients in the defense, aerospace, medical 

and soon energy sectors.

ADDMAN Group is owned by American Indus-

trial Partners (AIP), a private equity company that 

invests in industrial businesses. Though young, 

ADDMAN is backed by years of experience and 

has undergone incredible growth since launching, 

with three major acquisitions in a 10-month period. 

With facilities and offices around the US, it also has 

an impressive capacity, including industrial-grade 

metal and polymer additive manufacturing, preci-

sion machining and metallurgy. To learn more about 

the ambitious industrial manufacturing service we 

caught up with ADDMAN CEO Joe Calmese, who 

has shared with us the company’s mission and the 

various ways it is pursuing its goals.

An additive-enabled partner

“I joined the ADDMAN group in April 2021 to 

commercialize an idea born out of the internal AIP 

engineering team,” Joe Calmese tells us, adding 

that he already had over a decade-long relationship 

with AIP. The concept for ADDMAN, he continues, 

started off as an engineering team within AIP that 

was dedicated to bringing additive manufacturing 

solutions to the other companies owned by the firm. 

“As they were really starting to help companies 

through their additive journeys, some of the partners 

thought ‘hey, this is such a good idea, we should 

Joe Calmese, CEO of ADDMAN Group.

Image: ADDMAN Group



make this venture external market facing and add 

it to our portfolio.’ It was at that point that they 

reached out to me—at the time I was working at 

Honeywell—and asked if I was interested in coming 

back to the AIP family to commercialize ADDMAN.”

But what is ADDMAN? If you ask Calmese, he 

explains that ADDMAN is an “engineering-cen-

tric, additive-enabled manufacturing partner”. 

With more engineers than any other position within 

the company, the description seems more than 

accurate. “We use additive to push boundaries in 

manufacturing, but we don’t approach problems 

as though additive is the only solution. We know 

that AM, depending on the phase of the part or 

the product design, has a very specific role and our 

goal is to find the best solution, whatever it is.”

Calmese goes on to emphasize ADDMAN’s role 

as “partner”. “We’re not what we consider to be 

a highly transactional company. Our focus is spe-

cifically on partnerships that span years and that 

go through product life cycles. The concept for 

us is to be a strong partner to our customers 

and to help them solve complex product devel-

opment problems.”

The ADDMAN Companies

It is important to know that ADDMAN did not start 

from scratch. As we said, it is backed by decades 

of experience. Not only through its highly skilled 

team, but through the companies it has acquired. 

“ADDMAN is composed of three companies, but 

I like to think of it as five companies,” Calmese 

ADDMAN, the additive-enabled manufacturing service, has grown 

rapidly with three major acquisitions in a 10-month period.

Image: ADDMAN Group
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explains. This is because one of the key companies it 

acquired early on, Domaille Group, is itself made up 

of three companies. 

“Our first acquisition was a company called 3rd 

Dimension from Westfield, Indiana, whose expertise 

had started about eight years prior to our invest-

ment. 3rd Dimension was specifically focused on 

additive manufacturing and was led by Bob Markley, 

who is now Executive Vice President of ADDMAN. 

This acquisition helped us to get going on the metal 

AM side: they had production machines and we 

invested several million dollars in new equipment, 

brought in more team members and really set up 

their facility to be a high-volume, high-class location. 

The best of the best right now is at our West-

field facility.”

The second company ADDMAN invested in was 

Domaille Group, itself made up of Domaille Engi-

neering (based in Rochester, Minnesota), Tech 

Manufacturing (based in St Louis, Missouri) and 

Stanley Engineering (based just outside of Balti-

more, Maryland). “The three of them have been 

focused specifically on the aerospace and defense 

market,” Calmese says. “They all have overlapping 

capabilities in terms of precision machining but 

have different specialties. For instance, we do really 

high-precision, high-tolerance national security 

projects at our facility in Rochester, while in St Louis 

the focus is more on large-scale aeroframe struc-

tures and critical assemblies. In Baltimore, we do a 

lot of highly automated machining of small parts in 

high batch volumes, we’re talking batches of 5,000 

to 10,000 parts. Most of our customers need ser-

vices from all those facilities, so we’re able to use 

the different capabilities to meet customer needs.”

ADDMAN’s most recent acquisition, which was 

finalized on the last day of 2021, is Castheon Inc. 

The company was founded in 2016 by Dr. Youping 

Gao and specializes in additive manufacturing for 

mission-critical space applications. Castheon also 

stands out for its deep knowledge of metallurgy, 

particularly refractory metals. 

“Some people would consider Dr. Youping Gao 

one of the godfathers of metal AM,” Calmese tells 

us. And he’s not exaggerating. Before founding 

Castheon, Dr. Gao was a technical fellow at various 

companies, including Boeing and United Technol-

ogies, and worked for over two decades at Aerojet 

Rocketdyne helping to build its advanced manufac-

turing capabilities. “Castheon started in his garage 

and he built it into one of the most sophisticated 

metal AM companies specializing in propulsion,” 

Calmese adds. “Dr. Gao is now our Chief Scientist 

& EVP of Technology, and a key enabler in thought 

leadership. We really value him on our team.”

Under the ADDMAN banner, the subsidiaries work 

in tandem. “A client should approach us any way 

that they choose and it’s on us to create a seamless 

customer experience,” he says. “If a part needs to 

be printed and then sent to our machining shops 

to be finished, that should all be invisible to the 

Dr. Youping Gao, a pioneer of metal AM, joined 

ADDMAN Group in late 2021, following the 

acquisition of his company Castheon Inc.
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customer. We recently launched a new web portal 

that is great in terms of quality management and 

transparency. You’ll actually be able to see the 

individual layers of your printed part—not in real 

time—but after so that you can inspect every layer.”

The production capabilities

If we zoom in further, we get a clearer picture of 

what’s inside ADDMAN’s various facilities, par-

ticularly in regard to AM processes and systems. 

“From a production standpoint, we have a broad 

range of metal AM systems, from OEMs like 

VELO3D, EOS, Additive Industries and 3D Systems,” 

Calmese reveals. “We also have a few large-format 

metal systems on order that will give us a bigger 

envelope size. 

“From a contract manufacturing perspective, we’ve 

taken the approach that if we’re going to solve 

problems, we can’t be focused on one technology. 

We’re here to solve customer problems, and some 

machines are better than others at solving specific 

issues. We’ve also hired  engineers that have long 

histories with these different platforms and they give 

us the ability to make the most out of them.”

In terms of materials, ADDMAN works with many 

metals, including Inconel, stainless steels, alumi-

nums and coppers. But perhaps the most exciting 

thing to mention is its work with refractory metals 

such as niobium. “We have a world class solution 

in refractory metal 3D printing,” Calmese states. 

“Niobium is a material needed in the defense and 

aerospace industries, as well as the commercial 

ADDMAN has various AM technologies at its facilities, 

including different polymer and metal AM systems.
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space sector and potentially even power genera-

tion. The solution was developed by Dr. Gao and 

it solves problems no one has before. We can print 

niobium better than a machined part. And that’s a 

profound statement. You can buy a brick of niobium 

and if we print that brick with our 3D process, our 

print will be better. We can now also print it faster 

than you can machine it.” Dr. Gao’s production 

recipe with refractories reportedly demonstrates 

two orders of magnitude creep resistance improve-

ment over wrought. Additionally, the stable 

temperature of these parts and damage tolerance 

has been tested to be more favorable in terms of 

temperature stability and damage tolerance. 

When looking at the polymer side of the busi-

ness, ADDMAN operates a couple of large-format 

machines, as well as smaller industrial systems, 

ranging from FDM to SLS to MJF. It also has its own 

engineering design approach. “CAAM, or Com-

puter Aided Additive Manufacturing, is how we are 

branding our patented approach to engineering 

design. It was coined by Mark Saberton, our CTO, 

to illustrate how we make our parts stronger. Syn-

ergistic with the work the Castheon team is doing 

with Niobium, its an absolute game changer for 

polymer production,” he says. “Our CAAM meth-

odology is powering a software we are about to 

release that offsets the bead height of FDM parts 

to increase shear strength significantly—by as 

much as 50-60%.”

Key industries

ADDMAN is today largely focused on serving cli-

ents in three industries: defense and aerospace, 

commercial space and medical. “About two-thirds 

of our company is aimed at defense and aero-

space,” Calmese specifies. “We have a small but 

very important medical angle to our business, both 

in additive and traditional manufacturing. There 

is also a fourth vertical that we’re openly contem-

plating: the energy sector, and particularly power 

generation. We think about the need for power 

generation solutions: this is an area where new 

materials are needed, and there are opportuni-

ties especially when you think about our refractory 

metal expertise. When we look at new sustainable 

solutions being developed for the future, we think 

we can and should participate.”

“ We use additive to push bound-
aries in manufacturing, but we 
don’t approach problems as 
though it is the only solution. We 
know that AM has a very specif-
ic role and our goal is to find the 
best solution, whatever it is.”



Overall, ADDMAN aims to take on clients with highly 

complex and highly technical product development 

projects. “We want to help solve the problems that 

don’t have obvious solutions,” he adds. Beyond that, 

ADDMAN wants to work deeply with its clients and 

forge long-lasting relationships.

Calmese gives an overview of one of its ideal cli-

ents from the space industry. “This customer of 

ours needs some help defining what materials they 

should use for their product, so they’ve engaged 

with the ADDMAN team in California to define mate-

rials and material properties that could be used for 

their next phase of vehicle. That same customer also 

uses our services to do production volumes for exist-

ing materials. They give us files and we print those 

parts. And that same customer again has traditional 

machined parts that they need for existing projects 

and R&D programs, so we can support them with 

our traditional manufacturing capability. That’s the 

ideal customer scenario for us: we’re interfacing 

with multiple groups within the company, we have 

solutions for the early stages like R&D as well as high 

volume additive and traditional production.

“A customer comes to us because they appreciate 

our technology. They appreciate the fact that we are 

focused on supporting their product development. 

We don’t have products ourselves and we are not 

trying to sell them on machines. The only thing we 

are here to do is make their product successful and 

to shorten the lead times for their product develop-

ment cycles as much as possible.”

The future is additive and 

ADDMAN is on board

ADDMAN’s recent entry into the additive manufac-

turing sector is strategic, and it aims to become a 

key partner for industrial clients across the United 

States. Ultimately, its mission is two-pronged: 

it wants to be a strong proponent for additive 

manufacturing, and it wants to solve complex prod-

uct development problems for its clients.

“There’s a substantial upward trend in additive man-

ufacturing, and we’re really excited to be a part of 

it. We want to help people make the right decisions 

when it comes to using and implementing AM. In 

fact, our team actively encourages our customers 

to invest in their own AM machines. We don’t see 

that as cannibalizing our business: if we can make 

them smarter and help them in their additive jour-

ney, that just creates more opportunities for us 

in the long-run.”

Another angle to its promotion of AM is education. 

ADDMAN has a strong university outreach program 

spearheaded by Executive VP Bob Markley. “His top 

priority is being a really good partner and thought 

leader in the AM space, as well as giving back to the 

community to help develop the next wave of talent 

for the industry,” Calmese explains. “We’re pre-

paring to open a new headquarters in Fort Myers, 

Florida. And we’ve constructed a specific section of 

the building that we’re calling ADDMAN University 

(or ADDMAN U). We expect to be co-sponsored on 

our curriculum through one of the well known addi-

tive universities.”

ADDMAN’s goal is to solve complex product 

development problems for its clients.
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“We want to help people make the right decisions when it comes to 

using and implementing AM” - Joe Calmese, ADDMAN CEO.

Image: ADDMAN Group

ADDMAN University, he continues, will essentially 

be a space where customers, prospective custom-

ers and anyone interested can learn about and be 

trained in AM. “It’s going to take not just us, but a lot 

of people like us, to look at the big picture and help 

shape the next wave of people who can carry the 

industry forward,” Calmese says. “We’re excited and 

humbled to be a part of this and work with this next 

wave of people.”

The second part of ADDMAN’s mission—to be a 

company that helps its customers solve complex 

problems—is a simple one (and one that is already 

being realized). “I’ve been part of many product 

development projects, and typically at some point 

in the process you get into a room with a bunch of 

engineering and management team members. At 

some point, something will be put up on the board 

and people will inevitably say ‘that’s too hard, we 

don’t know how to do that.’ There are often issues 

that arise between product timeline and design that 

create uneasiness. Our vision is that when this hap-

pens, multiple people around the table will think, 

‘Let’s call the team at ADDMAN, they can help.’”

The day I spoke to Calmese, the exact scenario 

had just taken place. And we expect it will con-

tinue to. “We want to be good partners and we take 

a lot of pride in supporting our customers’ proj-

ects,” he concludes.
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Xometry Europe gives customers access to 
a production capacity of more than 2,000 
manufacturing workshops, and more than 
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After Xometry’s IPO in 2021, the company reported 

a Q1 2022 revenue of $83.7 million – a 90% year-

on-year growth. Although Xometry is already 

enormously successful, the company’s services 

have, until recently, been fairly limited to the North 

American market. Now, however, the company has 

expanded its service offerings – with the launch of 

Xometry Europe.

Using its proprietary technology, Xometry has cre-

ated a marketplace that enables buyers to source 

on-demand manufactured parts, efficiently, and 

empowers sellers of manufacturing services to grow 

their businesses. Through this platform, Xome-

try’s team of engineers, sales people, partners, and 

other stakeholders have built a name for the com-

pany as one of the leading AI-enabled marketplaces 

for on-demand manufacturing, in the world – with 

customers ranging from self-funded startups to For-

tune 100 companies.

A continent of manufacturing 

at your fingertips

Xometry Europe gives customers access to a pro-

duction capacity of more than 2,000 manufacturing 

workshops, and more than 5,000 3D printers and 

CNC machines, from more than 25 European coun-

tries. In addition to 3D printing and CNC machining, 

the company also offers laser cutting, plasma cut-

ting, metal bending, sheet metal forming, injection 

molding, insert molding, overmolding, and die cast-

ing. In terms of 3D printing services, Xometry offers 

an impressive portfolio of seven different AM tech-

nologies, including Selective Laser Sintering (SLS), 

HP Multi Jet Fusion (HP MJF), Fused Deposition 

Modeling (FDM), Stereolithography (SLA), Carbon 

DLS, Direct Metal Laser Sintering and PolyJet.

Through Xometry Europe’s online platform, users 

can choose from over 46 materials to 3D print 

with, including rigid and flexible plastics, rubbers, 

silicone, and metals that enable and encourage the 

creation of parts with unique mechanical properties 

and aesthetics. Of course, Xometry also offers vari-

ous finishing options for their 3D printed parts, such 

as chemical vapor polishing, dyeing (in black, blue, 

green, red, and yellow), spray painting, bead blast-

ing, and media tumbling.

One of the most notable points about Xometry is 

its access to a global network of service providers – 

the company already enables access to over 2,000 

manufacturers in Europe, and has a much larger total 

network of manufacturers around the world. This 

notably large network gives Xometry’s customers 

the advantage of mitigating supply chain distribu-

tions, as Xometry is able to source the necessary 

production capacity.

Though one may feel almost overwhelmed by this 

extensive service offering, the company has taken 

that into consideration – by seemingly eliminating 

the potential challenges with the company’s Instant 

Quoting Engine, or IQE – a powerful, AI-based inter-

face that gives users quotes in a matter of seconds. 

Xometry reported Q1 2022 revenues of 

$83.7 million, a 90% year-on-year growth.
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The user, whether looking for prototyping or serial 

production, simply has to upload the CAD file, 

select the manufacturing process, materials, and 

quantity, and the IQE automatically calculates the 

cost of the project – making it easy for the user to 

compare materials and technologies and see the 

effect of quantity on the total cost. Through the 

IQE, users can upload up to 20 files in the same 

quote, order parts in just a few clicks, and follow 

the order’s status on the UX-optimized platform.

In addition to all of this, Xometry provides an 

extensive list of online 3D printing-focused 

resources – from blog posts to YouTube videos – 

ranging from additive manufacturing for industrial 

applications, the medical industry, and the dental 

industry, to 3D printing food safety, 3D printed 

waterproof products, 3D printed color products, 

how to apply additive manufacturing to the auto-

motive industry, and how to reduce the cost of 3D 

printing altogether (and this is just barely scratch-

ing the surface).

“Having a partner we could rely on… was essential”

The best way to truly understand Xometry’s offering, 

and how European businesses can take advantage 

of the company’s new European leg is, as with many 

things, through case studies.

One elementary case study is that of Cyfac, a “Living 

Heritage Company” (awarded by the French gov-

ernment) that has been handcrafting bicycle frames 

for 40 years. Recently, Cyfac won the Concours de 

Machines, an annual event focused on the French 

artisanal manufacturers of bicycle frames, compo-

nents, and accessories – with their bold all-carbon 

bike, AKA the “Paradox”. The Paradox stood out at 

the event due to its 3D printed titanium suspensions 

that were produced thanks to Xometry’s instant 

quoting platform, and the responsiveness of the 

Xometry team, which enabled Cyfac to source the 

bike’s key parts on time.

Cyfac’s quotes and orders were processed directly 

online using Xometry’s instant quoting platform. 

“ Xometry Europe gives custom-
ers access to a production ca-
pacity of more than 2,000 man-
ufacturing workshops and more 
than 5,000 3D printers and CNC 
machines from more than 25  
European countries.”
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“This tool is really useful for us since we occasionally 

need small series or even one-off parts. Without it, 

we’d have to wait a solid week just for a quote,” said 

Riegel, a Cyfac team member. 

“It’s an invaluable tool that helps us streamline the 

process even more with Xometry. We quickly get 

information on prices and deadlines, which is an 

important factor for confirming our choice. On top of 

that, we have the personal touch that really strength-

ens the collaboration. Hadrien Comsa, our dedicated 

account manager at Xometry, contacts me every 

time I create an online quote to fully understand what 

I need and in what quantities. It’s brilliant to have 

someone available to answer all my questions.” 

Xometry then coordinated the production of the 

3D printed parts (swingarms for the suspension, 

connecting rods, and inserts at the end of the 

seatstays), and also for some machined parts (two 

closing half-caps, and a small brake adapter).

“Having a partner we could rely on and could deliver 

high-quality parts was essential. There was so much 

at stake financially. We needed to be certain that 

we would have top-quality parts on time for the 

competition,” said Le Brun, another Cyfac team 

member, about why the team chose to use Xometry. 

“If things had gone wrong, we wouldn’t have won 

the competition.”

This case study is merely one among a notably large 

pool of Xometry’s customer success stories, and cer-

tainly only the beginning for the company and the 

ease of access to manufacturers that Xometry has 

finally brought to Europe.
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Xometry Europe’s online platform offers users 

over 46 3D printing materials to choose from.
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3FAKTUR SETS SIGHTS 
ON PRODUCTION

Based in Jena, in the German state of Thuringia, 

3Faktur has built up a reputation as a reliable 3D 

printing service bureau within Europe. With a focus 

on high-throughput industrial plastic part produc-

tion, the company currently services over 2,000 

customers from across the continent and from a 

diversity of industries, including automotive, medi-

cal, aviation and engineering.

While many AM services tout the breadth of their 

services and capabilities, over the years 3Faktur has 

progressively sharpened its technological focus on 

high-throughput, highly automated PBF part pro-

duction. In other words, you won’t find its facility 

equipped with various 3D printing systems and 

processes. Rather, 3Faktur offers a high degree of 

specialization, using only powder AM processes 

(specifically, HP’s Multi Jet Fusion) to fulfill end-use 

small-series production runs. We recently caught up 

with 3Faktur’s Co-founder Markus May to learn more 

about the AM service provider and its vision for itself 

and the AM industry more broadly.

Evolving production

“Originally, we started out 3D printing models. 

We had a color 3D printer from 3D Systems and 

we focused on producing architectural models, 

small figurines, and so on,” May tells us. “From 

there, we began to add different technologies: we 

bought other 3D printers, including SLA systems, 

3Faktur has over 2,000 customers from across Europe from industries 

like automotive, aviation, medical and engineering.
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and started to do more B2B jobs. By 2016, we 

basically stopped the model-making business 

because the demand from professional custom-

ers was much higher and we wanted to focus more 

on high-throughput technologies, like laser sinter-

ing. Then in 2017, shortly after HP launched its Multi 

Jet Fusion technology, we acquired one of their 

machines. By the end of 2018, we sold all the other 

machines we had.”

3Faktur’s approach is to have just one technology 

and focus on the production of end-use parts. This 

involves making prototypes if they are high qual-

ity or complex, but mainly doing batch production. 

The company is running four HP machines: two MJF 

4210 3D printers and two MJF 5210 systems, as well 

as two post-processing stations and one automatic 

unpacking station from AM Flow.

“There is a general trend we see: about two-thirds 

of our customers have additive manufacturing 

technologies in-house,” May continues. “So, when 

they want to produce prototypes or jigs or fixtures, 

they normally use their own machines. I person-

ally think that in the future, there will be two classes 

of technology in demand for AM services: tech-

nologies with higher barriers to entry and niche 

technologies.” 

May is quite aware of the different technological 

possibilities available today and in the near future 

to further evolve the AM service business. Technol-

ogies with higher barriers to entry include powder 

bed fusion technologies —like Multi Jet Fusion or 

selective laser sintering. There are also new tech-

nologies, like Evolve’s STEP process, as well as 

DLP-based solutions like Carbon combined with 

automated robotic arms. The same applies to vir-

tually all additive metal technologies because it 

involves such a high investment in terms of cost and 

skills, which makes it harder for companies to imple-

ment in-house. Niche technologies pointed out by 

May include Boston Micro Fabrication’s process 

and processes for special materials, like high-per-

formance materials, composites, niche materials 

like silicon, etc. 

Great growth brings responsibilities

For the last five years (2016-2021), 3Faktur has grown 

as much as 58% in terms of revenue every year. “And 

this year we’re also at 55% growth,” May adds “By 

the next quarter, we expect to end up at about 30% 

to 35% growth. That is our goal. If you go back to 

2016, we were still small and so it was easier to grow. 

Even this year, we have high growth because we 

added people and we added floor space. At some 

point, however, maintaining 50% growth will be 

complicated. That’s why for the next five years our 

growth expectations are around 35%.” 

The company’s business today is based primar-

ily on plastic components for machines, such as 

encasings, structural parts that screw into larger 

assemblies, parts for sensors, PCBs, etc. “Some-

times, we don’t even know what the parts are,” May 

admits. “The batches that we produce go up to 

From 2016 to 2021, 3Faktur has grown as much 

as 58% in terms of revenue every year.
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5,000 parts, and typically companies will not order 

these all at once. For example, they will order about 

500 parts per month for several months or years. 

Presently, we have about 2,000 customers from vari-

ous industries.”

May and his team understood that they needed to 

increase their automation capabilities to handle this 

constant growth. “The challenge for us is that AM 

per se is not easily scalable and that without auto-

mation, in additive, you find yourself in a situation 

where the more machines you have, the more com-

plex it gets to manage them. We think of automation 

in terms of an enabler for growth, for scaling.”

Today 3Faktur is running the AM Vision and AM 

Sort systems from AM Flow while post-processing 

in-house includes dyeing, shot peening and vapor 

smoothing. May says that about 45% do not need 

post-processing, while 55% require at least some. 

The most common post-processes are black dyeing 

and shot peening [a process that compacts the 

part surface and results in superior scratch resis-

tance]. The company also has in-house equipment 

for adding threads to plastic parts, such as cas-

ings, while other post-processing, like coatings, is 

done externally.

“For our specific use case, the biggest limitations 

are really scalability and productivity. In general, 

after 3,000 to 5,000 parts, 3D printing is rarely 

cost-competitive—unless the parts are very com-

plex. Another limitation is the accuracy. We normally 

work with open 0.3 mm, though for many applica-

tions that is not ideal. We have also found limitations 

in the surface quality, even with post-processing 

and chemical smoothing. In general, however, the 

biggest problem is the complex process chain. Even 

if you can achieve the quality you need with surface 

treatment technologies, it’s still another step, which 

isn’t required in injection molding, where the parts 

in many cases come out finished.”

ZIGGZAGG-ING THROUGH 
THOUSANDS OF AM PARTS

With 10 MJF systems running full-time, Bel-

gium-based Ziggzagg is one of the most prolific 

and rapidly growing AM service providers in the 

world today. “We went through a drastic strategy 

shift about five years ago now,” says Stijn Paridaens 

, CEO. Before that, we ran a mix of 3D systems, 

Big Rep, and EOS industrial technologies. Then 

we decided to specialize in one technology. Now 

we have a very good relationship with HP, we know 

what is coming and what the technology will be 

able to do in a couple of months, or a year from 

now. And it’s all about production.” Stijn believes 

that MJF technology is the best suited for AM 

services today.

One possible additional technology to explore may 

be a high-productivity liquid resin-based technol-

ogy but at the time, and for the foreseeable future 

most production demand will be met via thermo-

plastics. “And to be honest – he says – we get very 

few requests for materials that aren’t available via 

MJF. The surface quality of printed parts, includ-

ing better post-processing capabilities, does need 

to be improved.”

Scalable business models

Ziggzagg’s highly specialized, production-oriented 

strategy has led to around 30% growth every year 

over the past five years, which is above the industry 

standard. But this is still only the start. The com-

pany has a roadmap to triple its capacity over the 

next four to five years and this will be implemented 

through the evolution of the services offered. The 

company started as a service bureau for proto-

types, evolved into a parts provider, and now, he 

says, Ziggzagg will launch contract manufacturing 

capabilities at Formnext to cater to more aspects 

of production. 



“We get orders for 10 to 50,000 thousand parts that 

need assembly or other subsequent processes – he 

explains. We want to offer these capabilities through 

Belgium-based partners, from design to first itera-

tions, to testing going into production, and even as 

far as post processing, assembling and boxing parts 

and finished products.

The contract manufacturing approach will also help 

Ziggzagg address other aspects that are limiting 

AM adoption, starting with part design. “It will take 

almost another generation for most companies and 

engineers to become accustomed to AM, Stijn says 

adding that “universities are already getting stu-

dents in contact with 3D printing, but on the factory 

floor, the project managers, the design leads, espe-

cially if they’re over 45, let’s say, have a very hard 

time understanding these new ways to design parts. 

That’s why –  he says – we will include design as one 

of the services within Ziggzagg’s flow. 

It’s no longer sufficient for an AM service provider 

to produce end parts. To scale it has become nec-

essary to persuade customers to explore new parts 

and new opportunities, including redesigning parts 

so that it makes sense to 3D print them. For the 

time being, though, some of Ziggzagg’s businesses 

are spare parts and bridge manufacturing services 

which also clash with design limitations.

Spare parts designs are usually available only as 

PDFs of the technical drawings. Other times the 

physical part needs to be reverse-engineered. 

“Some customers made the switch already and are 

digitizing all their inventory. But it’s a process that 

will still take several years for them,” Stijn points out. 

With 10 MJF systems running full-time, Belgium-based Ziggzagg is 

one of the most prolific AM service providers today.
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In bridge manufacturing, redesign is not needed but 

Stijn argues that the ideal situation would be to be 

able to work with clients on codesigning new parts 

and products so that they can consider end-of-life 

and spare parts management from the beginning, 

co-validating the part.

Mixing it up

Clients that embrace AM from the early phases of 

the design process may still be just a handful but 

that has not stopped Ziggzagg from producing 

hundreds of thousands of parts working primarily 

in four different segments: Industrial parts, which 

represents 50% of the business, Medical with 10% 

and growing fast (since receiving ISO certification), 

Transportation also with 10% and what Ziggzagg 

refers to as Tailored Products, with 20%.

“Tailored Products are one-offs. We do a lot of 

esports gaming awards and things like that. These 

are mainly large, finished products.” Stijn tells us. 

“We also make a lot of parts for the transportation 

segment, including drone and elevator parts, but 

not so much in the autorotative industry: even with 

good contacts it is very hard to persuade them to 

adopt additive manufacturing beyond prototyping 

or jigs and fixtures.”

This kind of productivity leads to an extreme mix 

of parts. During out interview, Stijn revealed that 

the number of different designs of parts produced 

by Ziggzagg to date has just surpassed 10,000. An 

incredible figure if you think that this is sometimes 

applied to batches that total 15,000 to 50,000 parts 

on average, with the largest batch totaling 750,000 

parts and counting.

Ziggzagg’s production-oriented strategy has led to around 

30% growth every year over the past five years.

Image: Ziggzagg



Targeting automated production

“Production is the holy grail” Stijn says. “The 

potential is there, but it’s very difficult to mine that 

potential. Most production volumes are around 

50,000, which makes sense because usually we work 

at the tipping point between injection molding 

or additive manufacturing.  We do these calcu-

lations together with the customer: what is your 

tipping point, how many do you need? what’s the 

complexity? What does a mold cost? If we decide 

that injection molding is a better solution we can 

still work with them on bridge manufacturing 

and spare parts.”

Post process at Ziggzagg includes chemical smooth-

ing, spray painting and dyeing. With the help of the 

AM Vision system and possibly other systems from 

AM Flow, the company expected to have the entire 

workflow automated end-to-end by next year.

“Competing on production for us means imple-

menting high levels of automation, rather than 

moving production where labor wages are lower,” 

Stijn says. “We are 15 people today and we want to 

grow adding 15 more people at most, which would 

mean tripling our business and machine park. I do 

not want to end up with 200 people whose entire 

job is taking care of 30 or 50 printers. That needs 

to be done through a small team of highly edu-

cated people with the help of automation systems, 

to ensure profitability and reduce human errors on 

large-size production runs.” 

There is a fundamental difference across differ-

ent verticals. Some, like medical and aerospace or 

even automotive, can require skilled human labor 

to follow the exact procedures and requirements in 

terms of workflow and quality assurance. 

“But for everything else – Stijn concludes – automa-

tion is the way.”

CHASING THE CREABIS VISION 
OF AM PRODUCTION

Founded in Munich by AM industry veteran Ralf 

Deuke in 2011, after his pioneering experience at 

Alphaform, Creabis was created first and foremost 

to provide production services through additive 

manufacturing. From the start, the company tar-

geted production runs which means that Creabis can 

now deliver batches of thousands of different parts, 

built on multiple powder bed fusion technologies. 

Along with its MJF machine park, Creabis offers 

laser PBF and – as part of the Prodways group since 

last year – it can do so via P1000 systems, along 

with EOS machines.

“We run seven SLS machines plus three HP 

machines and some Ultimakers as a side business,” 

Deuke tells 3dpbm. “The core of our business is 

based on the large frame HP and SLS machines and 

the key for our business to be profitable is definitely 

the ability to get to a high density in nesting, which 

means handling many different parts, rapidly.”

Targeting production from the start

Deuke started as an intern at EOS and was among 

the founders of Alphaform, one of the very first 3D 

printing service bureaus in Germany and a global 

pioneer. Like many innovative startups, Alphaform’s 

rise was rocket-fast, all the way to the stock market, 

and its subsequent fall was hard. But the experi-

ence was priceless.

“We had a lot of interesting business units – he tells 

3dpbm – and one of my responsibilities was deal-

ing with Formula One teams, especially in the UK, in 

my role as managing director of our UK head office, 

for nearly five years. I was responsible for rapid 

prototyping and follow-up processes like vacuum 

casting. In 2009 there was a change in management 

at Alphaform and I decided to leave the company 
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to establish Creabis across the street and focus on 

additive manufacturing.”

While Creabis’ focus is on batch production, pro-

totyping remains part of the business. “Even if you 

want to move into AM for final parts, these need to 

be optimized during in the development process in 

order to move away from traditional molding and 

CNC designs – he explains, adding that, since 2017, 

Creabis only uses powder bed processes, first with 

SLS and later with HP.

“Since the HP system entered the market the 

number of requests for batch production increased 

significantly,” he reveals: “About 65% of all the 

parts we produce today are for serial manufactur-

ing orders. On HP systems that percentage rises 

to about 80%.” 

SLS technology is offered also through Prodways’ 

P1000 systems, which Deuke considers equal and 

even superior to the more established Formiga sys-

tems from EOS. They are used primarily for colored 

parts as the colors on MJF parts are less vibrant after 

undergoing coloring on DyeMansion systems and 

clients in segments such as electronics cannot use 

black parts. “We also use SLS for very tight toler-

ances – he adds ¬– as the 200-micron tolerances 

in MJF, which are ideal for most, are not suitable 

for some customers. And of course, we use SLS for 

special materials such as PBT. It’s one of our key com-

petencies: we always investigate new materials to find 

those that better suit our customers’ needs.”

Broadening industry reach

Creabis’ production business spans different indus-

trial segments. A lot of new demand comes from the 

medical and electronics segments. Industrial parts 

such as fixtures, jigs, EOATs, and parts for automation 

machinery and robotics remain the largest segment. 

Other interesting segments include lifestyle prod-

ucts, such as smart glasses, and white goods.

“Medical is growing especially for orthoses. That’s 

where we specialize and it’s something that we used 

the HP full-color system for,” he says, adding that “we 

were saddened for HP’s decision to discontinue; we 

have been working with one of our larger customers 

on a business model for colored orthoses, especially 

for kids, that is very promising.”

Automotive is also an interesting segment for Creabis 

but, for now, only in terms of prototyping and bridge 

manufacturing. “It is growing – Deuke confirms – but 

it remains confined to prototyping and some pre-se-

rial production.”

“ Since the HP system entered 
the market the number of re-
quests for batch production in-
creased significantly.”
RALF DEUKE, MANAGING DIRECTOR, CREABIS



This broad spectrum of vertical segments has 

resulted in more than 150% compounded growth 

over the past five years. This attracted the interest 

of Prodways, the French 3D printing leader, which 

invested to bring Creabis among its network of 

service providers.

“This was very important because AM is a fast 

industry and you need to move fast in order to 

grow,” Deuke says, “Being part of the Prodways 

group means we do not need to go to the bank 

and apply for loans: we see an opportunity and 

we can cease it.”

Growing through a high mix

And it seems that the opportunity is within reach. In 

just the past six months Creabis additively produced 

150,000 single parts and this includes many small 

parts (as small as 5 mm) as well as large parts and 

even finished products or prototypes that need to be 

assembled, like full-size car bumpers. 

“Most batch production is normally made up of parts 

that are smaller than a hand and that’s very much 

due to the cost of AM materials, which is still a major 

issue limiting AM adoption,” Deuke explains. “If you 

compared it to CNC machining or to injection mold-

ing, the material costs are far higher in AM. For this 

reason, when you run into bigger batch sizes, the size 

of the parts gets smaller. And this is also an inter-

esting aspect of serial AM production: it gets more 

complicated. With our experience, we are able to pro-

duce batches of parts that are as large as A4 sheets, 

but they had to be designed in a way that additive 

manufacturing was the only technology that could 

produce them. However, at least 50% of all parts we 

produce are smaller than the size of a hand.”

Creabis’ production business spans different industrial segments, 

including the medical and electronics segments.

Image: Creabis
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With this approach, Creabis can produce batches 

that often run up to 10,000 parts with one ongoing 

project, started in 2013, that has topped 75,000 and 

this leads to more challenges in terms of quality con-

trol and surface smoothness. “PBF processes are a 

thermal process, which means you will run into issues 

relating to warpage and shrinkage,” Deuke points 

out. “But I’m still sure that for the next five years, 

power bed technologies in plastics will be dominat-

ing the market and will remain the best suited for our 

customers. The use of photopolymers in final parts 

will always be limited by the UV curing reaction, 

which continues while the part is in use making it 

brittle and modifying its mechanical properties.”

The surface quality issue is addressed through 

post-processing. Creabis provides dyeing and has 

an internal paint shop, while chemical smoothing 

is offered through external suppliers since afford-

able systems, such as those from AMT, are too small 

to cater to production demands. For this Creabis is 

using a technology which is called Special Coating. 

“It’s for batches of thousands of parts smaller than a 

golf ball,” Deuke explains. “We can apply something 

like a spray coating on these parts at a very compet-

itive cost. It’s something that we think will benefit 

the market and help us in our journey towards larger 

production runs.”

In just the past six months, Creabis additively 

produced 150,000 single parts.

Image: Creabis
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